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San Diego is a fun city to visit. The climate is great and there are many attractions where you can spend time and enjoy 

yourself. If you like historic Mexican culture there is Old Town and the San Diego Mission where you can see what San Diego 

was like in the 18th century. There is Point Loma with its fantastic view of San Diego Harbor with our navy’s ships at anchor 

and the historic Cabrillo Light House. For shopping there is Seaport Village with its boutique shops and good restaurants. 

There is Anthony’s Fish House on Harbor Drive where you can get a very tasty fish dinner at a moderate price. 

 

San Diego is also home to the Pacific Fleet and a piece of our military history, The USS Midway, CVB-41. The USS Midway is 

anchored at its permanent position at 910 N. Harbor Dr. Here you can experience "life at sea" without leaving port by visiting 

The USS Midway Museum. This historic naval aircraft carrier museum is a once in a lifetime opportunity for visitors of all 

ages. Experience what it was like to be part of a “city at sea”, explore galleys, officer’s country, sleeping quarters, and the 

engine room of the first Navy ship too large for the Panama Canal! You will be amazed by the 4-acre flight deck and the 360 

degree panoramic view of downtown San Diego. Visitors enjoy over 60 exhibits, 25 restored aircraft, optional flight 

simulators, videos, climb-aboard aircraft, outdoor café and gift shop. Admission also includes a self-guided audio tour, 

featuring USS Midway veterans as narrators. Naturally, located in Navy Town USA, a visit to the Midway is uniquely San 

Diego! 

The Midway Museum is open daily from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm but is closed on Thanksgiving 

and Christmas Days. Ticket prices are $18.00 for adults with discounts for seniors and 

veterans. There is plenty of parking right alongside the ship. While you onboard the USS 

Midway you can spend some time in the gift shop, where there all sorts of logo gifts for 

young and old. When your appetite gets up you can catch a good lunch at the Fantail Café. 

 

You can take a guided tour of the bridge and air combat operations center where you will see 

a demonstration of writing backwards on the glass air ops board. There is a walking tour of 

the ship where you can see the sailors’ and officers’ quarters, the naval and marine pilots’ 

ready rooms and many other aspects of the technology used to run this very complex fighting 

vessel. It’s really quite an experience to walk the companionways and see the maze of wires 

and cables that stretch for miles within the ship. But, the real excitement of your visit will be 

walking the 4 acre flight deck and examining the naval aircraft stationed there. 

 

The outset of World War II saw a progression of American aircraft carrier design leading to 

larger and more heavily armored battle carriers. CVB-41, the lead ship of the Midway class, 

was ordered on August 7, 1942. She was the first fleet carrier to have the distinction of being 

named after a WWII battle. The carrier battle of Midway Island in June 1942 turned the tide 

of World War II and proved conclusively the potential of naval aviation. CVB-41 was the third 

American ship and the second aircraft carrier to bear the name of Midway. The name of the 

first USS Midway, a fleet auxiliary, was changed to the USS Panay in April, 1943. The second 

ship bearing the name was a jeep carrier USS Midway, CVE-63, which was changed to the 

USS Saint Lo in September 1944. 

The product of the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company, she was the lead ship 

of three 45,000-ton Midway class CVBs, followed by USS Franklin D. Roosevelt, CVB-42 and 

USS Coral Sea, CVB-43. Two additional ships were canceled. Midway's keel was laid on 

October 27, 1943. The Midway class hull arrangement was modeled on the canceled Montana 

class battleships and was a new, much larger design intended to correct certain problems in 

the Essex class design. They had armored flight decks, requiring a much larger hull and lower 

freeboard, to reduce top weight. They also carried a very heavy AA battery of 5/54 weapons. 

The armor requirement was originally meant to counter 8" cruiser gunfire, but by the time 

the ships were laid down the focus had shifted to defending against aircraft attack. 

 

Launched on March 20, 1945, she was sponsored by Mrs. Bradford William Ripley, Jr. 

Commissioned on September 10, 1945, with Captain Joseph F. Bolger in command, Midway 

was the largest warship in the world for the first decade of her service. Every aspect of her 

construction included the most modern design innovations possible. Twelve Babcock and 

Wilcox boilers powered four Westinghouse geared turbines which developed 212,000 

horsepower for a maximum speed of 33 knots. Midway was designed with two catapults, 

fourteen arresting cables, and six barriers. Her design aircraft compliment was 137. In their 

early years, the Midway class carriers were the only ships capable of operating nuclear strike 

aircraft.  

 

Midway was first underway on October 12, 1945 and performed her first arrested landing of 

an F4U-4 Corsair. Her Caribbean shakedown cruise lived up to all expectations, the only 

negative being a pronounced proclivity to drench the flight deck and the bow 40mm quad 

mount with green water in moderately heavy seas. Seriously overweight, Midway tended to 

plunge through, rather than ride over, heavy seas. The result of wartime demands that had 

continually added more tonnage, Midway quickly earned a reputation as a "wet" ship with her 

forward flight deck, gun galleries and hangar spaces frequently awash. In her final years, 

crewmembers described this plunging as "Rock & Roll."  

 

The first two years of Midway class carrier operations revealed several shortcomings which 

were progressively addressed with refits and modifications to maintain the ships' first-line 

assault carrier status. Their flight decks were reinforced to accept the landing weight of the 

new 45,000-lb. twin-engine, jet-augmented AJ-1 Savage. At this time the process of reducing 

wartime armament began when four of their eighteen five-inch/54 DP guns were removed. 

Also begun was the gradual replacement of 40mm Bofors with twenty new three-inch/50 fast-

firing semi-automatic AA guns. The test of rigorous steaming soon revealed several other 

deficiencies which could not be ignored. Skippers complained that the Midway's bridge area 

was too cramped. This was corrected during construction by extending the island structure on 

the Coral Sea, and retrofitting enlarged areas to the Midway and Franklin D. Roosevelt during 

overhaul. These changes also afforded better placement of the gun directors. Later, the three 

ships would be fitted with "hurricane" bows that enclosed the forward flight deck and hull. 

After being decommissioned in 1954, Midway underwent a modernization project to give her 

the capability to operate high performance jet aircraft. She was fitted with two steam 

catapults on the bow and a shorter steam catapult in the new angle deck. The purpose of the 

third catapult was to allow ready deck launches while keeping the landing area clear for 

recoveries in an "alert" situation. Additional improvements included the installation of a 

hurricane (enclosed) bow, moving elevator number three to the starboard deck edge aft of 

the island, enlarging the number one elevator to accommodate longer aircraft, new arresting 

gear, jet blast deflectors, and the largest aviation crane ever installed on an aircraft carrier. 

On recommissioning in September 1957, Midway's load displacement had grown from 55,000 

to 62,000 tons. 

 

Over the next 14 years the Midway participated in numerous exercises and on April 16, 1971, 

Midway began her sixteenth deployment 13,000 tons heavier than her original full load 

displacement. Arriving off the coast of South Vietnam with Air Wing Five and a crew of 4,500, 

she relieved USS Hancock, CVA-19 on May 18. This was the beginning of single carrier 

operations, which lasted until the end of the month. During this time, the ship launched over 

6,000 missions in support of allied operations in the Republic of Vietnam. Departing Yankee 

Station on June 5, she completed her final line period on October 31. Midway returned to 

Alameda on November 6th, after spending 146 consecutive days at sea. For this deployment, 

Midway was awarded the Meritorious Unit Commendation. 

 

April 1975, Midway returned to the waters of Vietnam. On April 20, all fixed-wing aircraft of 

CVW-5 were flown off to NAS Cubi Point and ten USAF 40th Aerospace Rescue & Recovery 

Squadron H-53's were embarked. Midway, along with USS Coral Sea, CVA-43, USS Hancock, 

CVA-19, USS Enterprise, CVAN-65 and USS Okinawa, LPH-3, responded to the North 

Vietnamese overrunning two-thirds of South Vietnam. On April 29, Operation FREQUENT 

WIND was carried out by U.S. Seventh Fleet forces. As South Vietnam fell, the H-53's from 

Midway flew in excess of 40 sorties, shuttling 3,073 U.S. personnel and Vietnamese refugees 

out of Saigon in two days, bringing them onto the ship. Midway's 2 Sea Kings then 

transported the evacuees to other ships.  

 

On 29 April 1975, South Vietnamese Air Force Major Bung-Ly loaded his wife and five 

children into a two-seat Cessna O-1 Bird Dog and took off from Con Son Island. After evading 

enemy ground fire Major Bung-Ly headed out to sea and spotted the USS Midway. The 

Midway's crew attempted to contact the aircraft on emergency frequencies but the pilot 

continued to circle overhead with his landing lights turned on. When a spotter reported that 

there were at least four people in the two-place aircraft, all thoughts of forcing the pilot to 

ditch alongside were abandoned - it was unlikely the passengers of the overloaded Bird Dog 

could survive the ditching and safely egress before the plane sank. After three tries, Major 

Bung-Ly managed to drop a note from a low pass over the deck: "Can you move the 

helicopter to the other side, I can land on your runway, I can fly for one hour more, Please 

rescue me! Major Bung (Ly), wife and 5 children." Rear Admiral Lawrence Chambers (then 

Captain) ordered that the arresting wires be removed and that any helicopters that could not 

be safely and quickly be relocated should be pushed over the side. To get the job done he 

called for volunteers, and soon every available seaman was on deck, regardless of rank or 

duty, to provide the manpower to get the job done. $10 million (US currency) worth of UH-1 

Huey helicopters were pushed overboard into the South China Sea. With a 500-foot ceiling, 

five miles visibility, light rain, and 15 knots of surface wind, Chambers ordered the Midway to 

make 25 knots into the wind. Warnings about the dangerous downdrafts created behind a 

steaming carrier were transmitted blind in both Vietnamese and English. To make matters 

worse, five additional UH-1s landed and cluttered up the deck. Without hesitation, Chambers 

ordered them scuttled as well. Captain Chambers recalled in an article in the Fall 1993 issue 

of the national Museum of Aviation History's "Foundation" magazine that "...the aircraft 

cleared the ramp and touched down on center line at the normal touchdown point. Had he 

been equipped with a tailhook he could have bagged a number 3 wire. He bounced once and 

came to a stop abeam of the island, amid a wildly cheering, arms-waving flight deck crew." 

Major Ly was escorted to the bridge where Captain Chambers congratulated him on his 

outstanding airmanship and his bravery in risking everything on a gamble beyond the point of 

no return without knowing for certain a carrier would be where he needed it. The crew of the 

USS Midway was so impressed that they established a fund to help him and his family get 

settled in the United States.  The Bird Dog that Major Bung-Ly landed is now on display in the 

hanger deck of the Midway Museum. For her role in the operation, Midway was awarded the 

Navy Unit Commendation and the Humanitarian Service Medal. (For the full story, photos and 

video Click Here) Bung-Ly and his wife now reside in Florida and he was the guest speaker at 

the opening of the Operation Frequent Wind exhibit on the Midway, April 30, 2010. 

Midway's last two years in commissioned service would prove to be perhaps her most 

historic. In 1990, while celebrating 45 years of service, Midway received official 

announcement on her decommissioning. An announcement in February confirmed that she 

was scheduled to decommission in 1991. Even with this announcement, Midway continued to 

maintain her seagoing reputation by being underway more than most other aircraft carriers. 

With her unique combination of modernized strength and years of experience, she strived to 

maintain peace and stability in the Western Pacific.  

  

Disaster struck the Midway on June 20, 1990. While conducting routine flight operations 

approximately 125 nautical miles northeast of Japan, the ship was badly damaged by two 

onboard explosions. These explosions led to a fire that raged more than ten hours. In 

addition to damage to the ship's hull, three crew members died and eight others were 

seriously injured in the line of duty. All 11 crewmen belonged to an elite fire-fighting team 

known as the Flying Squad. When Midway entered Yokosuka Harbor the next day, 12 

Japanese media helicopters flew in circles and hovered about 150 feet above the flight deck. 

Three bus loads of reporters were waiting on the pier. About 30 minutes after Midway cast its 

first line, more than 100 international print and electronic journalists charged over the brow 

to cover the event. The news media made a major issue out of the incident, as it happened 

amid other military accidents. It was thought that the accident would lead to the ship's 

immediate retirement due to her age.  

  

Despite the announced decommissioning and the fire, Midway's role as a potent member of 

the U.S. Naval forces was again reaffirmed when she departed Yokosuka, Japan on October 

2, 1990 in support of Operation DESERT SHIELD. On November 2, 1990, the USS Midway 

arrived on station in the North Arabian Sea, relieving USS Independence, CV-62. For the 

DESERT SHIELD portion of the campaign, Midway was the only carrier in the Persian Gulf. 

She was the first carrier to operate extensively and for prolonged periods within the mined 

waters of the Gulf itself. On November 15, she participated in Operation IMMINENT 

THUNDER, an eight-day combined amphibious landing exercise in northeastern Saudi Arabia, 

which involved about 1,000 U.S. Marines, 16 warships, and more than 1,100 aircraft. Midway 

also made the first Persian Gulf port call for an aircraft carrier when she visited Abu Dhabi, 

United Arab Emirates for Christmas of 1990. Midway was also the flagship of the Persian Gulf 

Battle Force Commander, Rear Admiral Daniel P. March (Commander Task Force 154). 

Admiral March was the operational commander for all coalition naval forces within the Persian 

Gulf.   

Meanwhile, the United Nations set an ultimatum deadline of January 15, 1991 for Iraq to 

withdraw from Kuwait. After steaming for two and a half months in the North Arabian Sea, 

Operation DESERT STORM, the fight to liberate Kuwait, began on January 17, 1991. Aircraft 

from Midway flew the initial air strikes of Operation DESERT STORM. An A-6E Intruder from 

the "Nighthawks" of VA-185 flying from Midway became the first carrier-based aircraft "over 

the beach" during that first strike. During the conflict, Midway's aircraft flew 3,339 combat 

sorties, an average of 121 per day during the war. Midway aircraft dropped 4,057,520 

pounds of ordnance on targets in Iraq and occupied Kuwait.    

   

The jet aircraft aboard Midway were not alone in taking the fight to the Iraqis. HS-12 

conducted two Combat Rescues, rescued and captured a total of 25 Iraqi sailors, destroyed 

nine mines, and captured the first piece of Kuwaiti soil - a small island (the only property 

captured or liberated by the Navy). HS-12 also recovered the body of an Iraqi Naval Officer 

who had apparently been killed by his crew. At the end of the war, HS-12 chased down an 

escaping speed boat and forced it ashore on another island. The four captured occupants 

turned out to be members of the Iraqi Secret Police.  

  

After 43 days of combat, Kuwait had been liberated with a resounding defeat of Iraqi forces. 

Operation DESERT STORM ended at midnight on February 27, 1991. Midway was the only 

one of the four carriers operating in the Persian Gulf to lose no aircraft or personnel. Midway 

departed the Persian Gulf on March 10 and returned to Yokosuka, Japan. For her actions 

during Operations DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM, Midway again received the Battle 

Efficiency Award and the Navy Unit Commendation.  

  

Midway's versatility was again demonstrated in June of 1991 with her participation in 

Operation FIERY VIGIL. On June 16, Midway was given one day's notice to sortie from her 

berth in Yokosuka, Japan and steam at high speed for Subic Bay Naval Base in the Philippines 

to assist with the evacuation of military personnel and their families following the volcanic 

eruption of Mt. Pinatubo. 

 

Midway was decommissioned for the last time at North Island Naval Air Station in San Diego, 

California on April 11, 1992. She was stricken from the Navy List on March 17, 1997 and was 

stored at the Navy Inactive Ship Maintenance Facility, Bremerton, Washington.   

   

On September 30, 2003, a long awaited event happened... after eleven years, Midway was 

finally underway again! Although only under tow by the Foss Maritime Company's tugs Lauren 

Foss and Lindsey Foss, she was heading back out to sea for another voyage. With the Lindsey 

Foss only assisting during the harbor transit, the Lauren Foss continued towing Midway on 

her journey to Oakland, California.   

   

October 07, 2003 saw Midway arriving at the Charles P. Howard Terminal in Oakland, 

California. Restoration work was performed before Midway was again taken under tow on 

December 31. The Foss Maritime Company's Corbin Foss towed Midway down the coast of 

California, arriving in San Diego Bay on January 05, 2004. Midway was temporarily berthed 

at NAS North Island to load restored aircraft and also add ballast and equipment in 

preparation for her move across the bay to Navy Pier.    

   

Midway's final journey occurred on January 10, 2004. Several hundred guests were aboard as 

she was towed across San Diego Bay to her new home at Navy Pier. With much celebration 

and ceremony, Midway was berthed at Navy Pier, where she officially opened as the San 

Diego Aircraft Carrier Museum on June 07, 2004. Once again, Midway's popularity showed as 

3,058 visitors went aboard on opening day.  
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Conceived and built during the desperate days of World War II, the carriers of the Midway class carried a crew of 4,500 and 

up to 70 aircraft. The 1,000 foot-long Midway was once the largest carrier afloat, growing from 45,000 tons in 1945 to 

74,000 tons in 1991. However, she had a displacement about two-thirds that of contemporary nuclear-powered flattops. 

When operating at sea the ship was refueled every three days, burning approximately 100,000 gallons of oil a day. When 

first built, the Midway's bow was open to the sea, and was enclosed in 1957 as part of a major overhaul.  

  

The ability to adapt to new technologies, systems, platforms, and operational needs is nowhere better exemplified than in the 

design and 50-year operational history of the USS Midway. Designed during World War II, in 1945 this "flattop" initially 

operated piston-driven propeller aircraft, yet returned from her last deployment in 1991 with the Navy's most modern, 

multipurpose strike-fighters. Her original axial-deck design was modified to an angled-deck layout, her original hydraulic 

catapults were replaced with more powerful steam catapults, and the most basic electronics replaced by advanced sensors 

and communications equipment.  

 

Midway sailed in every ocean of the world, covering more miles than anyone can count. It is estimated that more than 

200,000 young Americans trod her decks, gaining manhood, fighting their country's wars and sometimes paying the ultimate 

price. After ultimately serving her country for 47 years, Midway now rests at San Diego’s Navy Pier, ready to begin her final 

"tour of duty" as a floating museum. She will become a tribute to the contributions of the armed services and as a dynamic, 

interactive beacon of education and entertainment. 

 

On your next trip to San Diego plan to spend about four hours aboard the USS Midway and take in some of the glory and 

history of this great ship. For a complete gallery of my photos from my visit to the USS Midway please click here. 
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